Celebrity profile

Gordon Ramsay

Many people recognize have heard about Gordon Ramsay. He is a well-known face and celebrity, which has made his name on many cooking TV shows and his large chain of restaurants. Gordon was born in Scotland and started out as a chef in the UK. He quickly made the restaurant he worked on famous as it was awarded two michelin stars. A michelin star is one of the highest achievements in the culinary world. The more michelin stars you have, the better. However, just getting one star is a huge achievement.

After his success with the restaurant he worked for, he moved on in his career and took the huge step to open his own restaurant. He quickly got awarded with more michelin stars and his restaurant expanded to a chain.

Gordon has also hosted quite a few TV-shows. Maybe you recognize some of them? They include Masterchef, Hell's kitchen, Kitchen Nightmares, and many more.